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***************************** President’s Report *****************************
Greetings Model Citizens!
Wow! Here we are at the end of 2012 already! This has been one heck of a fast year. This
has been my first year of retirement and now I fully understand the term “fixed income”.
Most of my time this year has been devoted toward getting a music career going, and while
not a gangbuster year, at least it is finishing on a positive note with some good stuff to
come in 2013. I didn’t think I had much model time this year but on looking back I found
that I completed seven models, including the two commissioned military dioramas; I guess
that’s not bad.
It was great seeing all of the End of Year models at last November’s meeting. Our club is
honored to have so many talented modelers. I’m looking forward to the annual Christmas
meeting next month. Don’t forget to bring a wrapped kit for the gift exchange if you want
to participate. We will also be confirming club officers for the coming two years, handing
out the End of Year awards, and of course, and consuming pizza! See you all there on Dec. 10
and I hope you all have a wonderful New Year!
***********************

Rockne

from the vice president ***********************

As the club gets ready to choose a 'Same Kit' subject for 2013, I thought it might be
interesting to research our past choices & relate them to the club. We started this
tradition in 1987. Here they are.
'87: '66 Ford Galaxie
'00: '64 Ford Galaxie
'88: '69 Olds Cutlass/'88 Chevy PU
'01: '57 Chrysler
'89: '67 Chevy Nova
'02: '40 Willys
'90: '53 Studebaker
'03: '56 Chevy
'91: '55 Chevy
'04: Mini Cooper
'92: '49 Mercury
'05: '69 Corvair
'93: '66 Ford Fairlane
'06: '66 Chevelle Wagon
'94: '62 Chevy
'07: '40 Ford Standard
'95: '68 GTX
'08: '49 Mercury
'96: '50 Ford PU
'09: '70 Mustang
'97: '32 Ford
'10: '32 Ford
'98: Corvette
'11: Midget Racer
'99: '53 Ford
'12: '55 Chrysler
As you can see….26 years, 27 different models. For some reason in 1988 we decided to have
two different 'Same Kit' models. Whatever we choose for '13, I hope that we have more
participation.

Randy
*********************************************************************************

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ from the editor's desk ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fellow C.A.R. members, I hope this finds you & yours in good health & good cheer.
Happy Holidays

Robb
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

on the drawingboard >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Modified Stock Car Racing of the 60's & 70's - An Illustrated History Featuring the
Drivers, Cars & Tracks of the Northeastern U.S.; Steve Kennedy 2012; Iconografix
Publishing. Now that's a cumbersome title…………
Steve Kennedy grew up in Plainville, Connecticut, within earshot of the Plainville Stadium
race track. He saw his first modified race at the age of ten (1970) & began shooting photos
that same year. He began contributing to various racing publications & became the track
photographer at Waterford Speedbowl at the age of 17. He remains an avid fan &
photographer, today.
I heard about this book sometime last year & tried then to obtain a copy. For one reason or
another, the publication date kept getting pushed back, but it finally became available this
October.
As the title says, this is an illustrated history & as such it's mostly pics, many in black &
white, with only a smattering of text. However that shortage of actual text is supported by
multi-paragraph long captions of the over 300 photographs, that start with information
about the car or driver pictured, & go on to speak of the car's owner, or the track, or some
side details of the photo or the date, making for a very informative book. Instead of
organizing the pictures in chronological order, the author has chosen to line 'em up by the
car's number, often commenting on the reason the driver or owner chose that number.
This book covers what many (myself included) consider the "Golden Age" of modified stock
car racing. It was an era of change that affected everyone involved - drivers, car owners,
track owners, sponsors & fans, as well. During this time period what had once been a
combination of dirt tracks & paved, requiring a car that could be competitive on both
surfaces with only a change of tires & gears, became mostly paved tracks. Enough so that a
team could compete throughout a given season on one surface or the other, so the cars
became more specialized & in order to race on both meant having two very different cars.
At the same time, the old coupe bodies were becoming harder & harder to find - &
regardless of how 'whacked & hacked' they became, they were still identifiable as 'stock'
cars. Not so the new breed of pony cars. Along with the shift to newer bodies, came the
'store-bought' tube chassis with coil-over, four-bar suspensions & the reliance (along with
almost every other kind of motorsport) on the Chevy small block. Modified Stock cars
became, more & more, ground-up constructs with little or no 'modified' production car
parts…. Even AMT realizes that this is, without doubt, the most popular era for modified
modeling!
So, if, like me, you want some seriously good reference material for the "Golden Age" mods
on your workbench, this book belongs in your library. I highly recommend it.

Robb

*********************************************************************************
NEXT MEETING: North-Central Branch Library
11109 Hamilton Ave Cincinnati OH 45231
visit us @ < www.cincinnatiautoreplicas.org >
Up Coming Events:
Feb 10-12, 2012 Motorama 62 @ Indy WoW, Indiana State Fairgrounds
Apr 14, 2012 Cincinnati Challenge 17, 248 Locust St Owensville OH 45160
May 5, 2012 HMCA #32 9AM-4PM KofC Hall 511 Thompson Rd Indianapolis IN
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Robb’s Garage
presents
The Riverside II Trailer Kit
In my opinion, these kits are skill level 3.
Deck size: 175” lg x 87” wd
for further information & prices
1/25th scale
contact
Single Axle unit includes:
< robbshelby@cinci.rr.com >
(1) Frame Kit with deck & ramp lumber
(1) Tongue Kit with hitch & jackstand
(1) Suspension Kit with axle & springs
Tandem Axle units are available
Frame, Tongue & Suspension Kits
are available separately
All kits are multi-media, but primarily
styrene
Kits do not include wheels, tires, fenders
or lights.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

